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Ultimate Chicken Horse - All-new "Ultra Naughty" Action! You’ve been on the planet for over 500 years. You’ve been forced

to marry the Princess of a neighboring kingdom, and in doing so have allowed her to grow into a beautiful young woman.
You’ve been given control over the kingdom of the Elves, and you’ve been training your son, known as The Determined One, to
take over the kingdom in your absence. That is, until you meet The Smiling Reaper, an assassin working for the evil Wizard of
Wallow. The Smiling Reaper has just returned from The Ghost Forest, your home and the only place on the planet where you

can be truly free. The Smiling Reaper is determined to capture you, your son, and any Elves you care to capture. She’s going to
tear you limb from limb and use your skin and bones to create a new super weapon for The Wizard of Wallow. It’s time for the
Ultimate Chicken Horse, baby, because it’s your lucky day. You can finally call upon your best friend, Super Chicken, to help
you save the Elves. Storyline - In the city of Elves, Princess Belinda has spent most of her life training to be a good queen and
preparing for her upcoming marriage. Unfortunately, a jealous servant named Pinacles has been manipulating the princess into

thinking that she has no affection for her in order to eventually kidnap her. While the princess is taken into the neighboring
kingdom of the Humans, you and the rest of the Elves are left behind, and it is only after the humans have captured the princess
that you are finally informed of her abduction. With only weeks to prepare for your son’s coronation, you must now race to find

Princess Belinda. Along the way, you learn that Pinacles has been brainwashing your son with lies in order to further his own
ambitions. Now, you must race through the kingdoms to stop him, rescuing your son along the way. Menu Game Features All-

new “Ultra Naughty” Action! - The ultimate chicken horse is back for more fun on the go! With brand new and super fun
features, you can find the ultimate chicken horse game anywhere and play it anytime! Simple controls - The chicken horse

controls are so simple, you can even
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Friends, we have good news. Within a few days, the website of the game
developer www.UltimateChickenHorse.com (link to the website
https://ultimatechickenhorseclub.com/, but this is not our site now) will
have a link to download the latest version of the game, which is now
called Ultimate Chicken Horse: The Ultimate Chicken Horse v1.4.162.
Thank you for continuing to support the game and help us develop!
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